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Date and Time  09/13/2018 at 5:30 

Meeting Subject  Community Visioning (Red Dot/ Green Dot) Meeting 

Meeting Location  Edison High School, Cafeteria 

Meeting Facilitator  Alan Stilts/Raleigh Sullivan 

Attachments:    Sign-in Sheet & Presentation;  

 

Attendees: 

George Cummings   George.cummings@scccd,edu 

Becky Barabe   becky.barabe@fresnocitycollee.edu  

Alan Stilts   Alan.stilts@pbk.com  

John Smith   jsmith@sim-pbk.com 

Raleigh Sullivan  rsullivan@sim-pbk.com 

See Sign In Sheet: approximately 80 signed in but more than that were in attendance.  

 
Distribution: 

Attendees listed with e-mail, Kiesha Oliver, Brian Speece, Cliff Whittingstall, Scott Adams  
Submitted By: Raleigh Sullivan  

 
Items Discussed  
Alan & Raleigh presented images of possible exterior aesthetics as well as some site plan layouts. 

Attendees were handed a print of off the presentation and asked to place their dots on the handout. After 

everyone was given a chance to make a choice the group discussed observations and points of view 

regarding the various options as follows: 

Exterior Elevations (by picture number): 

1) Most people liked that it has bike racks, and that it is similar to Gaston. Expansive, Wow, Dyamic. 

But some people want the new building to look different from Gaston Middle school.  

2) The modern look is liked but the awning is too high 

3) Like the shade and looks but the patios look like a patio and not a place of learning. 

4) Like the wow factor, sleekness, and transparency but to some it looks like a hotel. 

5) One of the most liked images but some felt that it looks residential. 

6) With two red and two green this image was passed over so that more provoking images could be 

discussed.  

7) Overall this image was not liked because it is “already dated” 

8) No response to this image 

9) Like the educational look and the feeling of security but at least one person thought it looked like 

an old jail. 

10) No response to this image 

11) No response to this image 

12) Generally liked but group would prefer a little different look for the new campus.  

13) No response to this image 

14) Very well liked- lots of likes- open land and trees is great. This building looks like a college 

campus. Combo of brick and modern is nice.  

15) No response to this image 
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16) Some people liked this image but others found it to be confusing. What are those glass things on 

the side?  

17) One person didn’t like this image because it lacks visible handicap access. 

18) No response except one person says that this looks like a court house.  

19) No response 

20) Group likes the combo of solid and void made by the concrete and glass. 

Site Layout (by layout number): 

 

1) Some did not like CTE facing community side to east but most had no preference either way. 

2) No likes- group disliked separating the first two buildings with a road. 

3) Lots of likes- students to cross the street to get to the buildings 

4) Lots of likes- like the bus drop off. But would like parking to be more evenly distributed. 

 

A contingent of the community is worried about how the roads will be made bigger due to this project.  

 

See attachments for additional comments and notes.  

 

END OF MINUTES 

cc: File (016) 




